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CHAPTER 8
Germany: The Model Case,
A Historical Imperative

JENIFER MACKBY
WALTER B. SLOCOMBE

Germany was, in an important sense, the birthplace of
nuclear physics, and concern about potential Nazi development of
nuclear arms was a major driver behind American and British nuclear
programs during World War II. For a generation, the question of
whether—and if so, how—Germany would have a nuclear military role
was a major issue in German politics, in internal NATO debates, in rela-
tions between West Germany and the Soviet Union, and, indeed, in the
general nonproliferation process.1

Three times Germany has legally committed itself to non-nuclear
weapons status. First, in 1954 the Paris Protocols to the Treaty of Brussels
conditioned membership of the Federal Republic of Germany (FRG) in
NATO and the Western European Union (WEU) on it renouncing the
right to produce nuclear weapons on its territory, while the European
Atomic Energy Community safeguards system ensured the observance of
this non-nuclear status. Then, in its 1975 accession to the Nuclear Non-
Proliferation Treaty (NPT), West Germany pledged not to possess nuclear
weapons of its own (while protecting the option of sharing in the delivery
of the weapons of others). Finally, in the Two-plus-Four Treaty of 1990,
which ended the four-power control of Germany, a newly reunified Ger-
many renounced all weapons of mass destruction.2 In addition, Foreign
Minister Hans Dietrich Genscher confirmed Germany’s renunciation of
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atomic, biological, and chemical weapons at the NPT Review Conference
in August 1990. 

In recent years, both the strategic situation and internal German con-
ditions and opinions have reinforced Germany’s abjuration of nuclear
weapons. For the foreseeable future, there seems little, if any, prospect of
that decision being called into question, much less changed. Today, Ger-
many is arguably the most resolutely non-nuclear major nation in the
world and is in some respects the quintessential example of a nation that
accepted non-nuclear weapons status only with considerable reluctance
but whose decision to do so has only been reinforced by time and
changed circumstances. 

However remote the prospect of Germany acquiring nuclear weapons
seems today, that possibility was fundamentally important to the initial
decision by the United States and Britain to develop nuclear weapons
during the Second World War, and the nuclear status of Germany
remained an open question for many years thereafter. To assess the suc-
cess of Germany in its efforts to remain non-nuclear entails an analysis of
the cold war and the fear of Germany that survived World War II. 

Accordingly, this chapter traces the history of the imposition of non-
nuclear-weapons status on Germany in the context of German rearma-
ment and German assumption of a central place in NATO military
preparations. It outlines the compromises that led to a limited potential for
West Germany to deliver United States–controlled nuclear weapons and
to a strong German role in developing NATO nuclear doctrine and pol-
icy. And it traces the process by which Germany, under heavy external
pressure, finally and permanently abandoned any possibility of an inde-
pendent nuclear weapons status. Finally, it examines the changes in Ger-
many’s strategic position and its political culture that have led to today’s
situation in which there is no discernable possibility of that non-nuclear
commitment being challenged, much less changed. 

From Unconditional Surrender to Rearmament

When the United States suspected that Hitler might be developing atomic
weapons, it launched the Manhattan Project in an all-out effort to beat
Nazi Germany to the bomb. In fact, the Allies discovered at the end of the
war that although Germany had commenced an atomic weapons pro-
gram in 1939 at the Uran Verein (Uranium Society) in Berlin, by 1944
Germany had progressed only about as far as the Americans and British
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in 1941. It had not succeeded in separating U-235 or in constructing a
chain-reacting uranium pile.3

The end of the war brought with it a complete dismantling of the Ger-
man military establishment, and, a fortiori, of any military nuclear pro-
gram. Immediately after the Nazi surrender, the Allies prohibited all
goods and installations in Germany of “possible value for war pur-
poses,” including specifically those suitable for the development of
nuclear energy. A special 1946 scientific decree permitted basic research
in nuclear physics only subject to rigorous accounting and inspection
procedures. Strict control continued over the manufacture, sale, and pos-
session of war materiel, including weapons for police and for hunting. In
the nuclear area, the Allied High Commission regulated “the production,
import, export, transport, storage, use and possession of radioactive
materials.” A German could not produce deuterium gas, metallic beryl-
lium, thorium, or uranium or construct facilities capable of separating iso-
topes of uranium with a yield potential in excess of 1 milligram of U-235
per twenty-four hours.4

But that initial disarmament did not end the story of a potential Ger-
man nuclear weapons capability. Within a decade after 1945, the issue of
German acquisition of nuclear weapons arose as an aspect of German
rearmament and remained an issue until the mid-1970s, when Germany
ratified the Non-Proliferation Treaty. At each stage, West Germany’s
relationship to nuclear weapons was a subject of controversy, both inside
the Bonn republic and in its international relations—with its allies as
well as with its Soviet adversary. 

The early postwar years were marked by concern about a revived Ger-
man military power, which was understandable in the context of prior his-
tory but was also in serious conflict with Western—and especially
American—interest in fostering a revived German military as a contribu-
tion to defense against the much-feared prospect of a Soviet attack. For
many European countries that had been invaded by Germany in the
twentieth century, German rearmament was reluctantly acceptable only if
accompanied by renunciation of nuclear weapons. For the Soviet Union,
concern that West Germany, once it had its own military forces, would
move to acquire nuclear weapons was both a genuine issue and a highly
useful propaganda theme, conjuring up visions of revived German mili-
tarism, threats to the balance of power in Europe, and even a unilateral
West German effort to achieve reunification by force. Conversely,
although many West Germans rejected any notion of nuclear weapons for
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their country, for many others, imposed non-nuclear status was both a
troubling symbol of discrimination against a reformed and irreversibly
democratic nation and potentially a source of military weakness, or at
least of worrisome dependence on other nations being prepared to take
enormous risks for Germany’s defense.

In the 1950s, West Germany and its allies shared an interest in
stronger Western defense, but they differed sharply on the details of
Bonn’s contribution. The United States—and to a lesser degree Britain—
were unwilling to bear the burden of defending Germany without German
assistance and wanted Bonn to contribute significantly to its own and the
collective defense, preferably concentrating on ground troops. France
desired only a controlled German rearmament within a European frame-
work but eventually rejected the European Defense Community propos-
als that it had originally backed as a means of ensuring that new German
forces would be “European” in character. As France had not yet developed
its own nuclear military capabilities, it did not wish Germany to be the
first to do so—and strongly preferred that it never do so. 

As for West Germany’s government, it wanted rearmament only if its
troops were treated on “a fully equal status . . . with respect to weapons
and command.”5 Chancellor Konrad Adenauer viewed rearmament as a
way to become a sovereign Western partner. In a context where rearma-
ment was seen as a confirmation of the Federal Republic’s sovereignty
and nuclear weapons were increasingly being talked about as “just
another form of artillery” (and the principal strength of the West on the
battlefield), it was not surprising that Adenauer, like many West Ger-
mans, found it hard to accept that West Germany should be expected
permanently—and unilaterally—to forgo nuclear weapons.

As a practical matter, the rearmament and resumed sovereignty of
West Germany and its entry into the Western alliance system depended
upon the country not possessing nuclear weapons. The London-Paris
accords of 1954 provided for the accession of Germany to NATO and
contained the pledge “not to manufacture in its territory any atomic
weapons . . . defined as any weapon which contains . . . nuclear fuel . . .
and which, by . . . uncontrolled nuclear transformation of the nuclear fuel
. . . is capable of mass destruction . . . [or] any part, device, assembly or
material especially designed for . . . any [such] weapon.” 6 When the
Paris accords became effective on May 5, 1955, the Federal Republic of
Germany became the first Western nation to voluntarily renounce the
production of nuclear weapons.
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The pressures of the cold war were such that less than a decade after
the Nazi capitulation, the Federal Republic agreed to participate—and its
allies agreed to allow it to participate—in both NATO and the WEU.
Under the agreement of 1954, Germany was not allowed to have more
than twelve divisions in its army or more than 500,000 men in its forces.
Chancellor Adenauer pledged not to use force to implement boundary
changes or reunification and not to manufacture on the territory of the
Federal Republic atomic weapons or certain other types of major offen-
sive armaments. In his memoirs, Adenauer stated that he made the non-
production pledge without prior consultations and that it was one of his
“few personal decisions.”7 In return, the Federal Republic received “the
full authority of a sovereign State” as well as guarantees regarding its
military security and political status. Adenauer agreed to these restric-
tions “voluntarily” as long as the Allies recognized the general principle
of equality. For their part, the Allies stated that their goal was to bring
about the reunification of Germany. Indeed, the protocols to the Paris
accords provided for the end of the occupation regime. 

Because the accords were quickly ratified, lawmakers did not focus on
Adenauer’s pledge not to produce nuclear weapons in Germany. Instead,
they saw it as yet more evidence that Germany was turning away from
militarism and no longer coveting power, thus proving its shared aims with
Western countries. Although Adenauer knew little about weapons of
mass destruction, “no question was raised as to the wisdom of the chan-
cellor’s declaration.”8 Some years later, however, during the 1965 federal
election campaign, Adenauer claimed that the pledge was understood to
be subject to a decision by the Federal Republic that conditions could
change.9 Though few agreed with this interpretation, Adenauer gained
what was crucial at the time: sovereignty for Germany and acceptance into
NATO. Other NATO countries saw that the division of Germany after the
war had made it vulnerable to expansion by the Soviet Union, and thus
the acceptance into NATO served both to reassure as well as to constrain
Germany.10

Keeping the Option Open: Bonn and Tactical Nuclear Weapons

The 1954 pledge not to produce nuclear weapons was extremely impor-
tant, but it was not absolute. It did not prevent Germany from importing
nuclear weapons or from controlling nuclear weapons through bilateral
or multilateral arrangements; nor did it keep it from developing nuclear
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weapons outside of its territory. Nuclear fuel, equipment, and material
were not restricted for civilian purposes or for medical and industrial
research in the scientific field. Germany had the right to develop atomic
energy for peaceful purposes. 

Many experts believe that the renunciation was not genuinely voluntary
but rather the result of insistence by Bonn’s allies, in particular France.
While many—including many in West Germany—believed that a volun-
tary renunciation served German national interests, others thought that,
on the contrary, the actions in 1954, and even those later on, were more
in the nature of temporary—and dangerous—expedients. Germany
might have preferred to renounce nuclear renunciation. As late as 1995,
one scholar characterized these German attitudes by saying, “Bonn’s
rejection of atomic weapons was never the result of a policy that turned
on self-imposed moderation, but always the consequence of external
conditions and power relations. . . . The Republic wanted to have a max-
imum of military options as well as freedom of nuclear trade . . . the
treaty was accepted, but only at the price of containing major loop-
holes—loopholes that would allow tons of plutonium to pass through
them. . . . The Federal Republic has always kept open the door that
would lead to having its own nuclear weapons.”11

Some high-level West German politicians viewed Germany’s renuncia-
tion of nuclear weapons, as specified in the Paris protocol to the 1954
Treaty of Brussels, as a temporary measure. Adenauer thought that the
Federal Republic would have nuclear weapons after it recovered from
the war. This was not just a passing opinion of the immediate postwar
period. During the debate over the NPT in the late 1960s, Adenauer
called the proposal for Bonn’s accession a “death sentence” for the Fed-
eral Republic.12

To understand his view, it is critical to recognize that Adenauer
doubted the wisdom of West Germany accepting permanent non-nuclear
status not out of any atavistic militarism but because of concern over the
centrality of nuclear weapons in the defense of Germany and about
German access to decisions by Washington regarding nuclear weapons.
He considered these issues important not just for defense against a
Soviet attack, but also for the future of Germany’s sovereignty and even-
tual unity. 

Following the formal entry of Germany as the fifteenth member of
NATO on May 9, 1955, Bonn began to worry about its dependence on
the nuclear weapons of others, as well as about the durability of the
American guarantee for German security. Western strategy in the 1950s
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increasingly emphasized both the doctrine of massive retaliation and the
role of tactical nuclear weapons to make up for the lack of conventional
force levels in Europe. Even the opposition Social Democratic Party
(SPD)—strongly antinuclear in principle—claimed that neither the
American strategic nuclear capability nor NATO forces would protect
Germany. 

The original concept for West German rearmament within NATO had
been that by 1959 Bonn would raise a force of 500,000 soldiers—at least
implicitly to provide the bulk of NATO’s manpower—while the United
States, to a lesser degree Britain, and eventually France would provide the
nuclear punch. However, soon after the NATO-WEU accession agree-
ments took effect, West Germany’s defense minister, Franz Josef Strauss,
informed the alliance that for economic and demographic reasons, the
Federal Republic would not in fact be able to field the 500,000-man
force that had been projected. A few days later, he declared that Ger-
many would continue to renounce the production of nuclear weapons
but proposed that NATO should make atomic weapons available to Ger-
man forces. Thus, West Germany would use “modern technology” to
make a smaller Bundeswehr equal in combat strength to the originally
promised 500,000-man force. 

German reluctance to be permanently denied nuclear weapons and
Strauss’s argument that tactical nuclear weapons could offset the military
effects of deploying a smaller force were wholly consistent with U.S. and
British military policy in the mid-50s, which held that in a future war,
nuclear weapons would inevitably play an integral, even dominant role,
not only as instruments of ultimate deterrence but as decisive battlefield
weapons. In 1953 the Eisenhower administration became concerned
over the budgetary implications of planning for a long military competi-
tion with the Soviet bloc. Eisenhower and his advisers feared that greater
manpower on the communist side—or at least a greater capacity to com-
pel manpower into military service—would give Moscow a permanent
advantage. Given the prospect of limited conventional force contribu-
tions from European members of NATO, the United States thought that
it would be impossible to mount a conventional NATO defense that
could credibly counter the Soviet threat. Moreover, Europe was very
wary of the prospect of a renewed conventional war fought on European
soil, leaving both Russia and America in de facto sanctuary. 

The United States and its European allies could therefore agree to
adopt a strategy to use the tactical nuclear weapons being developed as the
principal instruments not just of deterrence but also of military defense.
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Tactical nuclear weapons would not only extend and reinforce deter-
rence by giving greater flexibility to U.S. and NATO commanders; they
would also provide a means to offset the supposedly inherently superior
Soviet conventional capabilities on the battlefield. This “New Look”
nuclear doctrine, by making nuclear weapons central to deterrence as
well as to operational combat, inevitably raised the issue of whether
West Germany should have such weapons. 

Some officers of the new Bundeswehr had been trained in the United
States about nuclear doctrine and use of tactical nuclear weapons and
concluded that what was sound military policy for the United States was
sound for the Federal Republic as well. When German defense leaders
argued that Germany should have access to or at least the means to
deliver—if not produce—nuclear weapons, they were also implicitly
rejecting what they perceived as a discriminatory imbalance in the
alliance. West Germany, they argued, should not just provide a NATO
“infantry.” If West Germany had arms inferior to the Americans (much
less the British and French), in the event of war, a Soviet attack could be
aimed mostly at the German divisions in the NATO “shield,” entailing
huge casualties and leaving West German defense at the mercy of allied
decisions on the use of nuclear weapons.

To some degree, American leaders accepted these concerns of West
Germany and other allies as valid and reasonable. President Eisenhower
hinted that U.S. restrictions regarding nuclear sharing might be relaxed,
stating, “We should not deny our allies what . . . your potential enemy
already has. We do want our allies to be treated as partners and allies, and
not as junior members of a firm who are to be seen but not heard. So I
think that it would be better, for the United States, to make our law more
liberal as long as . . . we are confident . . . they’d stand by us in time of
trouble.”13 In 1958 U.S. law was changed to permit some increased
nuclear sharing. In practice, however, the new flexibility was limited to
Britain. The administration backed off broader changes that would have
allowed sharing with Bonn as well as other allies, including France, when
Congress—or at any rate its powerful atomic energy committee—
expressed its disapproval, and little progress was made on relaxing limits
on direct sharing of nuclear technology with allies. 

West German political and military leaders also feared that without
control over nuclear weapons, they would lack influence over decisions
regarding their own security. They were concerned that their allies would
hesitate to use nuclear weapons in defense of Germany, and they realized
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the consequences of such use. German leaders began to appreciate the
implications for Germany—both East and West—of the prospect that a
war in Central Europe would be immediately and deliberately escalated
by NATO into a massive use of short-range nuclear weapons. Even if
only NATO used tactical nuclear weapons, the effects on the two Ger-
manys and their populations would be devastating—and it was clear that
the USSR, as well as NATO, could use nuclear weapons on the battlefield. 

A 1955 NATO exercise codenamed “Carte Blanche,” which involved
a notional Red Army invasion across the inner German border that
was met with NATO tactical nuclear weapons, projected casualties of
1.7 million dead and 3.5 million wounded—almost all Germans—even
without a Soviet nuclear counterblow.14 When the results leaked, West
Germany was confronted with the depth of its nuclear and defense
dilemma—a dilemma that was not fully resolved until the collapse of the
Soviet Union. 

The problem was complex: neither Germany nor its allies were really
prepared to pay (either in money or other sacrifices) for a conventional
defense that could confidently stop a Soviet attack; but even if they had
been, a conventional war on German soil would be a catastrophe. How-
ever, resort to nuclear weapons had its own drawbacks. If the Soviets
attacked and nuclear weapons were not used defensively by NATO, Ger-
many would be overrun (and substantially destroyed); if they attacked and
nuclear weapons were used, Germany risked decimation. Immediate
massive escalation to general nuclear war between the United States and
the USSR might be a good deterrent, but there were doubts as to the will-
ingness of the United States to risk—indeed to ensure—its own destruc-
tion if only European states had been attacked. 

This multifaceted dilemma never had a satisfactory solution, but it did
produce a continuing German insistence that nuclear weapons were cen-
tral to its defense and that Bonn had a right to a strong, perhaps even deci-
sive, voice in NATO’s nuclear policies and wartime decisions. In the face
of domestic opposition to any West German reliance on nuclear forces,
Adenauer and Strauss both responded that Germany had to accept the
risks of nuclear deterrence as a requirement of NATO membership. And
for some West Germans, at least in the early years, those risks also pro-
duced a desire to have—or at least not permanently renounce—their own
nuclear forces, to be used or withheld on terms they would decide. 

To the debate in the late 1950s and early 1960s over NATO nuclear
policy, posture, and doctrine was added the realization that the Soviet
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Union’s missile developments—for both theater and longer-range ballistic
missiles—meant that it would soon acquire the ability not just to devas-
tate Western Europe and particularly West Germany with nuclear
weapons, but also to strike with massive effect against the territory of the
United States. Even an American all-out strike at Soviet long-range
nuclear forces could not eliminate that potential. To some degree West
Germans (and other Europeans) had found comfort during the 1950s by
the thought that if there were a Soviet attack on Europe, the United
States could respond with nuclear strikes at the USSR without much risk
to the American homeland and that this prospect would deter such a
Soviet attack. However, once the Soviet Union achieved strategic parity
with the United States, Germany questioned whether American strategic
nuclear forces could be relied on to deter an attack and guarantee the secu-
rity of Germany.15

During the period from 1957 to 1960, the Federal Republic increased
its participation in NATO, particularly in Supreme Headquarters Allied
Powers in Europe, through which it nurtured its bilateral relations with
the United States as well as with the alliance as a whole. The grim history
of the previous years began to fade. In seeking equality and integration,
Germany became involved as a partner in planning, decisionmaking, and
armament. As the Bundeswehr developed, West Germany also began to
succeed France as the power with the largest conventional arms in conti-
nental Europe. West Germany remained underdeveloped in military tech-
nology, however, and trusted in the policy of American-provided nuclear
deterrence while it devoted its attention more to domestic economic
priorities. 

Inside the Bonn republic there was, from the beginning, a strong
opposition to any consideration of acquiring nuclear weapons. In the
national elections of 1957, the opposition SPD had called for Germany to
renounce nuclear weapons and for all atomic weapons to be withdrawn
from the country in order to assist in both the nonproliferation and
reunification efforts. Also in 1957 a group of eighteen prominent German
scientists, many of whom had conducted nuclear research under the Nazi
regime, signed the Göttingen Appeal stating that the Federal Republic
would advance world peace most by rejecting the possession of atomic
weapons. In their appeal, the scientists added that none of them “would
be prepared to take any part in the production, testing or use of atomic
weapons.”16 Each German decision on nuclear policy was marked by
bitter debates in the Bundestag and often by massive demonstrations
and protests. 
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Even Adenauer’s government recognized the problems that a German
nuclear capability could cause. In the late 1950s, when the United States
offered to deploy in NATO countries its Thor and Jupiter missiles capa-
ble of striking targets in the USSR, Adenauer declined, on the ground
that such a deployment in West Germany would arouse too much oppo-
sition from the USSR as well as from Bonn’s NATO allies.17

At the same time, however, the West German military sought to share
in the use of battlefield nuclear weapons. “The Germans must adapt
themselves to the new circumstances,” Adenauer said. “Tactical atomic
weapons are in practical terms a further development of modern
artillery.”18 After bitter debate and in the midst of massive public demon-
strations, the Bundestag, in March 1958, voted to approve the acquisition
by the Bundeswehr of capabilities to use “the most modern weapons”—
universally understood to mean nuclear arms.19 The eventual—and, on a
limited scale, continuing—resolution of the question of a Bundeswehr
role in NATO’s tactical nuclear forces—without it producing or acquiring
its own weapons—came through the development of a system whereby the
West German (and other European) military had the capability to deliver
tactical nuclear weapons owned and controlled by the United States. By
1960, as part of a seven-year buildup to 350,000 men in the armed
forces, Bonn was committed to acquiring—mostly from the United
States—a range of dual-capable strike aircraft, artillery, and short-range
missiles that was to become the second-largest western capability for
delivering nuclear warheads.

These dual nuclear-conventional delivery capabilities were to be con-
trolled under a “dual-key” system: U.S. consent would be required to
release the weapons to West Germany (or another ally participating in the
system), and the consent of West Germany (or the other ally) would be
required for their delivery. Although many other NATO allies were also
purchasing the same nuclear delivery system to support such sharing
arrangements, concerns were often expressed with special force about
West Germany somehow manipulating these arrangements to enable it to
use nuclear weapons unilaterally in a crisis. For example, the Joint Com-
mittee on Atomic Energy expressed shock when it found during an
inspection tour only a small number of American soldiers guarding
American nuclear weapons loaded on German aircraft.20

The U.S. (and German) response was that not only were such concerns
unfounded as a matter of principle, but technical obstacles were in place
that would prevent anyone—including the allies at whose bases the
weapons were stored—from using the weapons without U.S. approval.
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Specifically, by 1961 permissive action links or other electronic locks
were installed on all nuclear weapons in Europe, even those on NATO
high-alert status.21 Only the American president could order that they be
fired and release the necessary codes.

These assurances and arrangements did not, however, put wholly to rest
the fears of some and the hopes of others that Bonn would eventually
acquire nuclear weapons under its own absolute control. For example, the
European Atomic Energy Community (Euratom), established in 1957 to
improve the supply of nuclear energy, was still suspected by some to be
linked to the development of a European, and particularly a German,
atomic bomb. Further, Adenauer had stated in 1956 that he wanted “to
achieve through Euratom, as quickly as possible, the chance of producing
our own nuclear weapons.” 22

A German Role in Strategic Deterrence? The MLF and Beyond

Dual-capable, dual-key systems, despite their formidable military poten-
tial, did not entirely address Bonn’s concerns about indefinite reliance on
U.S. nuclear forces. West Germany had long considered supporting the
creation of an “atomic NATO.” Initially, this force was seen as being
entirely separate from and independent of the United States. In 1957
Strauss had even decided to cooperate with France and Italy on joint
development and production of nuclear weapons, supposedly without
the United States knowing of the effort.23 The weapons were to be pro-
duced in France, so that the Paris protocol would not technically be vio-
lated. The United Kingdom and the United States discovered the scheme
and denounced these efforts for joint production, seeing them as a threat
to the ban on production of nuclear weapons and a highly divisive force
in the alliance. Nothing came of the project.

Contemporaneous shifts in French policy on nuclear weapons and on
its relationship to NATO and the United States more generally sharpened
German concerns during this period. At a meeting with Adenauer in July
1960, de Gaulle stated categorically that France would resume national
responsibility for its defense with its own military and would not submit
its forces to others’ orders. Further, he said that the alliance could not
remain an integrated transatlantic organization. Adenauer recognized
that de Gaulle’s decision had potentially profound implications for Ger-
many’s security, going far beyond implicit withdrawal of automatic
French commitment to the military defense of West Germany. He
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G E R M A N Y 187

returned to Bonn convinced that France would cause the United States to
withdraw from NATO and that the organization would cease to exist,
fatally undermining the premises of West German security policy. 

With these new nuclear problems, NATO began more than a decade of
seeking a way to give the European members of the alliance—and partic-
ularly the Federal Republic—a hand, or at least a voice, in the use of
NATO’s nuclear force.24 From 1957 to 1960, the options debated within
Germany, as well as within the alliance and the United States, included the
transfer of warheads from producer states; indirect participation by non-
nuclear allies, through the Supreme Allied Commander Europe
(SACEUR), in decisions about nuclear weapons; and creation of some
sort of European or joint U.S.-European nuclear force. 

General Lauris B. Norstad, SACEUR from 1956 to 1963, was sympa-
thetic to European concerns about broader sharing in the control of
nuclear weapons and the defense of Europe. He proposed that NATO
should become almost a fourth nuclear power or, in any case, a first step
toward giving the allies a nuclear capacity on a NATO basis.25 Norstad
believed that this would allow the European members appropriately
greater influence over the use of NATO’s nuclear weapons and that, in any
event, greater understanding about what kinds and qualities of weapons
were in the stockpiles would ease German (and other allies’) fears.26 To
some degree, doubts about the reliability of the U.S. deterrent were the
product of secrecy. Political and military leaders complained that they
still did not know how many and what types of weapons were stored on
German soil or how or when they would be used. As Strauss frequently
repeated, the European allies “did not know whether they had potatoes
or warheads stored on their territory.” Norstad also thought it might
address some of Germany’s desire to develop its own capacity. 

In September 1960, Norstad introduced a proposal for an atomic
NATO, based on cooperation between the United States and its Euro-
pean allies. Those initial proposals contained many of the features of the
ultimate resolution that was to be reached after years of arcane debate.
SACEUR was to have direct control over a NATO nuclear stockpile
comprising land, sea, and air missiles committed by the United States
(and the United Kingdom) for European defense. Warheads would be
used according to the guidelines agreed to unanimously by the North
Atlantic Council. 

Strauss expressed official German public support for NATO as a fourth
nuclear power, but others were less enthusiastic. Chancellor Adenauer met
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with Prime Minister Michel Debre to solicit acceptance of this idea from
France but was without success. The Soviet Union opposed all aspects of
West German rearmament, reserving special scorn for anything resem-
bling a nuclear role for the Federal Republic. It made clear its concerns—
no doubt partly sincere—about revived German militarism and claimed
that Bonn was strengthening its military in order to negotiate reunification
from strength. 

The Soviet Union presented the Gromyko plan in 1956, and Poland
advanced the Rapacki proposals at the United Nations in 1957 and in
Warsaw in 1958. All these plans had the common element of banning
nuclear weapons sharing. The Rapacki plan proposed nuclear weapon
exclusion zones covering the territory of Poland, Czechoslovakia, and
the two Germanys, where nations would “undertake the obligation not to
manufacture, maintain or import for their own use and not to permit the
location on their territories of nuclear weapons of any type, as well as not
to install on or to admit to their territories installations and equipment
designed for servicing nuclear weapons including missile-launching
equipment.”27

These Soviet-sponsored plans effectively barred NATO nuclear
weapons in continental Europe while leaving unlimited Soviet deploy-
ments only a few hundred miles from the inner German border. Nonethe-
less, they appealed to the fears of many that the military—and especially
the nuclear—confrontation in the center of Europe was highly dangerous.

Bonn replied to these and other denuclearization ideas by arguing that
if the territory of West Germany were denuclearized it would have a very
different political and military status than the other allies, and that this
discrimination was incompatible with an alliance of equals. Reflecting
the then current enthusiasm for tactical nuclear weapons, Bonn also
argued that if tactical nuclear weapons were withdrawn, the American
troops would retreat from the front line, leaving West Germany stripped
of conventional defense (and a link to the American deterrent) as well as
nuclear defenses. 

The nuclear debate occurred in a broader context, both of controversy
over the British application to join the European Common Market and
also the crisis over the future of Germany. Bonn had insisted, and the
NATO allies at least nominally agreed, that German reunification was a
key NATO goal. In 1958 Khrushchev proposed East-West talks on a
united Germany and demanded an end to Western presence in Berlin. The
allies, in response, presented the “Herter Plan” in 1959, which would
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lead to free elections after a two-and-a-half-year period, during which
time the German Democratic Republic and other Eastern European states
would pledge not to produce nuclear (and also chemical and biological)
weapons. The Federal Republic supported this plan through the 1960s.

Meanwhile, doubts were growing in the United States about the wis-
dom and credibility of making nuclear weapons in Germany the center-
piece of NATO strategy. Increasing awareness that tactical nuclear
weapons were not a cheap, simple, high-confidence strategy resulted in a
review of this policy. When John F. Kennedy assumed the presidency in
1961, he stated that NATO should strengthen its conventional forces,
though he also reaffirmed that the United States would use any necessary
military means, including nuclear weapons, to defend Western Europe.28

Improved conventional forces, in the new administration’s view, would
provide more credibility and flexibility and might postpone or even avert
escalation to a nuclear conflict. 

Tactical nuclear weapons, far from being abandoned, were deployed in
unprecedented numbers, and nuclear retaliation remained at the core of
NATO (and U.S.) doctrine. When the Berlin Wall was constructed, the
United States quickened the pace of delivery of dual-capable equipment
and the stockpiling of U.S.-controlled warheads in Europe dedicated to
NATO defense. Nonetheless, U.S. doctrinal preferences had changed
fundamentally. Instead of instant resort to nuclear weapons, a strategy of
escalation was formulated whereby a Soviet action would be countered
first with conventional forces to allow Moscow time to consider and
negotiate. In the case of continued Soviet action, the West would employ
a graduated use of nuclear weapons, beginning with tactical and only
later moving on to strategic weapons. 29

Although Germany publicly supported this U.S. strategy, privately it
questioned the need for, and even the conceptual wisdom of, strength-
ened conventional capabilities and the American retreat from a promise of
virtually automatic massive nuclear response to conventional attack.
Quite apart from reluctance to make the investments needed to mount a
fully credible conventional defense, Bonn feared that the new policy
opened the door to the prospect of a conventional conflict on German soil
that would be immensely destructive, even if NATO somehow succeeded
in halting the Soviet advance. To the Federal Republic, the suggestion of
an increased conventional capacity and a nuclear doctrine of gradual
escalation meant that the United States was not committed to the use of
nuclear weapons and that deterrence would be gravely undermined.30
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Strauss noted that “an atomic bomb is worth as much as a brigade and
costs much less.”31

Concomitantly with advocacy of a more nuanced role for nuclear
weapons in NATO defense, Washington stressed its willingness for Euro-
pean allies to become more involved with decisions involving nuclear
weapons. However, the United States had not decided exactly how this
greater involvement was to be implemented, and sharply different
schools of thought evolved regarding nuclear sharing. 

An influential group of second-tier officials in the State Department
believed that the answer was a Multilateral Force (MLF) that would
entail joint U.S.-allied hardware and manning, joint control, and common
strategic nuclear forces. Ultimately, the United States would give up the
power to block an allied decision to use the force.

Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara, in contrast, argued that
actual joint operation and control of a nuclear force was both impracti-
cal operationally and dangerous conceptually. Instead, the European
allies should have an increasing role in nuclear decisionmaking while the
president of the United States would retain centralized control of nuclear
weapons. McNamara opposed joint nuclear forces because, as he said in
June 1962, “There must not be competing and conflicting strategies to
meet the contingency of nuclear war. . . . Our best hope lies in conduct-
ing a centrally controlled campaign against all of the enemy’s vital
nuclear capabilities.”32 As another strategic analyst more bluntly put it,
“Giving NATO an artificial strategic capability would make no sense.”33

During the early 1960s, West Germany continued to believe that its
size, position as the storehouse for the nuclear weapons of the alliance,
and exposure to the initial force of any Soviet attack should confer upon
it special status. The ongoing Berlin crisis heightened Bonn’s desire to
share in NATO nuclear control, but Bonn also came to believe that com-
mon European nuclear forces could provide a theater-based counter to the
large numbers of Soviet missiles targeted on European cities during the
1950s and 1960s. If the decision on the use of these European nuclear
forces could be made by Europeans independently of the United States,
Moscow would be disabused of any notion that it could attack Europe
(and West Germany in particular) and be immune from nuclear response
because the United States would be unwilling to use U.S.-based strategic
forces—and risk retaliation against the United States itself—as long as
only Europe was under attack. 

Adenauer cast these concerns in terms of the need for an instant
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response. He believed that a situation could arise in which an immediate
decision would have to be made when the fate of all could be decided in
one hour and the president of the United States could not be reached. “We
must arrange within NATO so that a decision can be taken to use atomic
weapons even before the President is heard from.”34 It seems likely he
was worried less that a U.S. response would come late than that it would
not come at all.

Germany suggested establishing a mechanism among the allies for
making a quick decision—a guarantee of approval of firing by the presi-
dent of the United States—and for ensuring that Germany be consulted
and given access to decisionmaking. It also considered privately ideas
such as creating a five-member executive group (United States, United
Kingdom, France, Germany, and a rotating member from the Mediter-
ranean), or creating regional decisionmaking bodies, or a system of
weighted voting.35 Strauss suggested that for the sake of a nuclear
alliance, even the United States should give up some national rights over
nuclear weapons. 

Some Americans were enthusiastic supporters of a system whereby the
United States and its allies would share not only in prewar doctrinal deci-
sions but also in managing and manning a nuclear force over which they
would share operational control. In 1962 Under Secretary of State
George Ball discussed the establishment of a “sea-based NATO MRBM
force under truly multilateral ownership and control.”36 Strauss and For-
eign Minister Gerhard Schröder were told that the United States would
share information from feasibility studies regarding a common force as
soon as they were completed.37 George Ball reassured Adenauer that Ger-
many would have an equal role in the MLF, perhaps as a member of an
“executive control committee” composed of five members, that the MLF
would not lead to the denuclearization of Europe, and that it would be
placed under the supposedly more “European” SACEUR instead of the
“Anglo-Saxon” SACLANT (Supreme Allied Commander Atlantic). After
talks between the United States and the United Kingdom in December
1963 in Nassau, the United States discussed with Germany the creation of
a multilateral nuclear force and held out the possibility that, eventually,
the United States would cede its veto right over the use of such a force.

German support for the MLF was not absolute. Bonn was concerned
about the complex formula for mixed manning and operation, the possi-
bility of a retained American veto, and the cost and other implications of
a future increase from the originally proposed 200 missiles in the MLF in
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order to counter Russia’s 700–800 medium-range ballistic missiles. Ger-
man military and political leaders feared that the Europeans would have
to pay dearly for MLF and still not share adequately in decisionmaking.

Nonetheless, although this force would not meet all the yearnings of
Germans for increased participation in decisions regarding NATO and the
possible use of tactical nuclear weapons, West Germany supported the
MLF and dedicated its efforts in this direction. It realized that an MLF
would involve Bonn in U.S. and NATO nuclear planning, would make it
practically impossible for nuclear weapons to be removed from its terri-
tory without its consent, and would necessitate more regular nuclear
consultation by the United States with other members of NATO. In the
view of Washington, the MLF would provide greater integration within
NATO, a base for French and British nuclear forces, and above all, keep
Germany from feeling that it had to develop its own nuclear capability.
Because West Germany would participate in decisions on NATO’s use of
nuclear weapons, it might relieve the United States of the continuous
demands from Bonn for assurances of American resolution and willing-
ness to risk nuclear war for European defense. 

As Robert Bowie, a strong MLF advocate, stated: 

The German leaders have repeatedly stated that the Federal
Republic cannot indefinitely accept a second class status or dis-
crimination. . . . Over the long pull, the 1954 WEU limitation can
hardly keep Germany from demanding equal nuclear status with
the United Kingdom and France. If Germany is not treated as an
equal, the discrimination will produce friction and discord. Aver-
sion to a German national nuclear force would create tensions and
cleavages within the alliance that the Soviets would certainly
exploit. In either case the unity of the alliance would be seriously
impaired.”38

Bowie maintained that the MLF would satisfy the concerns of both Bonn
and its allies. 

President Kennedy had never been a fully committed MLF advocate. 39

However, a year after the initial Ball proposals, a new American president,
Lyndon Johnson, and a new German chancellor, Ludwig Erhard, agreed
that “the proposed multilateral force would make a significant addition
to this [Atlantic] military and political strength and efforts should be
continued to ready an agreement for signature by the end of the year.”40

It appeared that support had increased in both countries.
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Erhard stated in the Bundestag in November 1965 that the Federal
Republic was discussing with the allies the possibility of a joint nuclear
organization:

We have repeatedly made known that we do not desire national
control of nuclear weapons. We should, however, not be kept out of
any nuclear participation simply because we are a divided country.
The partition of Germany is an injustice. It must not be augmented
by another injustice, by making it more difficult for us—who are ren-
dering substantial contributions to the Western alliance—to defend
ourselves against the open threat from the East. Such views weaken
the alliance and simultaneously encourage the Soviets to insist on the
partition of our continent.”41

Many in Washington, especially in the Pentagon, remained skeptical.
They argued that the MLF was impractical operationally; that, in any
event, the nuclear weapons of the MLF would not add much militarily;
and that multinational control was inconsistent in principle with the
emerging insistence on strong centralized control from Washington over
any use of nuclear weapons. However, MLF was attractive to policy-
makers who were increasingly focused on achieving a broad inter-
national nonproliferation agreement, the key to which was preventing
Germany from developing nuclear weapons. 

With time the practical and operational problems of a nuclear force
manned by a multinational crew and under multinational control
became clearer—as did the lack of united American support for the con-
cept and especially for any renunciation of an ultimate U.S. veto over its
use. No doubt these problems were not altogether unwelcome to those
American critics of MLF who had never been keen on an arrangement
whereby, in theory, European allies could force the use of American-sup-
plied nuclear weapons without U.S. consent—and who recognized more
clearly than some MLF advocates that unless “common control” made
such use possible, it would not be meaningful to the allies.

The MLF concept staggered on for a while, the progenitor of endless
transatlantic discussions and study groups, but serious American efforts
were redirected toward a different goal: finding ways to give the allies,
including West Germany, an alternative to a separate force. The U.S. pro-
posed to shift control over submarine-launched ballistic missiles—usu-
ally considered part of the U.S. strategic force—to SACEUR (still subject
to U.S. presidential authorization). In addition, the U.S. would allow
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European participation in nuclear planning for these weapons assigned to
SACEUR. It was hoped that such arrangements would forestall schemes
for a truly independent European nuclear capability.

In 1965 Adenauer—and temporarily Strauss—left the active political
scene, and power in Bonn shifted to leaders more open to this American
approach. New federal chancellor Ludwig Erhard, Foreign Minister Ger-
hard Schröder, and Defense Minister Kai-Uwe von Hassel wished above
all to have smooth relations with Washington. Accepting the basic concept
of a “flexible,” that is, less than automatically nuclear, response to a
Soviet attack, Bonn agreed to a draft NATO nuclear doctrine (MC
100/1, drafted in 1963) that provided for a “pause” before using nuclear
weapons in case of a conventional attack. 

In parallel with this support for MLF, von Hassel presented to Wash-
ington in November 1964 a set of ideas whereby a ladder of force inter-
vals, dependent on military and political requirements, would be
employed instead of what was referred to as the “firebreak” between
using conventional or nuclear weapons.42 Conventional weapons would be
used to meet a conventional attack at the border, and limited nuclear
weapons would be employed selectively at an early stage. These would
include “atomic demolition mines, nuclear air defense weapons, and, if
need be, nuclear battlefield weapons.”43 If this last warning did not
work, nuclear escalation would commence in hours or days. 

As an alternative to the MLF, the United States offered West Germany
a role in the Nuclear Committee and its working group on nuclear plan-
ning, with permanent participation in the NATO Nuclear Planning
Group to come later. Secretary of Defense McNamara saw a limited role
for Europe and control sharing. West Germany stressed that participation
in NATO nuclear groups was complementary to developing an inte-
grated force, and consideration of such a force continued among officials
on both sides of the Atlantic. But, in essence, pursuing the approach of
offering allied participation in planning meant dropping any idea of a
mixed-manned, jointly controlled force, while retaining the concept of
greater allied participation in policymaking; greater access to information
about nuclear forces, including the size and condition of stockpiles of
nuclear warheads in each NATO country; and American commitment of
nuclear forces operationally distinct from the U.S. strategic force. Advo-
cates of this approach were convinced that greater access to information
about U.S. nuclear capabilities and plans in the NATO context would
make the Germans more confident in the credibility of the U.S. deterrent,
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more conscious of the dilemmas of deterrence, and less inclined to seek
technological solutions to what was essentially a political and psycholog-
ical problem that could never be wholly resolved.44

While the MLF debate was going on in NATO, Adenauer and de
Gaulle concluded the Franco-German Treaty of Friendship and Cooper-
ation on January 22, 1963. It provided for military cooperation and con-
sultation, including quarterly meetings of defense ministers, exchanges of
military personnel and defense units, and increased efforts at joint con-
ventional arms production. Cooperation with France was attractive
to some in Bonn—quite apart from the broader issues of advancing
German-French reconciliation and unity on European integration—
because France supported deterrence by massive nuclear retaliation.45

Accordingly, German “Gaullists” opposed German participation in the
MLF and believed that France’s force de frappe could provide a basis for
a European force. One of them, former minister of defense Franz Josef
Strauss, said in June 1963, “We Europeans should not place blind confi-
dence in the reliability and trustworthiness of the Americans, who do not
wish without more ado to let themselves be drawn into atomic war. . . .
The only solution is to pool the British and French weapons . . . sup-
ported by the full transfer of American know-how. Thus in the long run
a European atomic force would come into existence under the precondi-
tion, of course, of political union.”46

France initially accepted the idea of German participation in the MLF.
However, with time de Gaulle opposed German participation in an inte-
grated nuclear force. In the second half of 1964, France insisted on Bonn
making a choice between European integration on the one hand and
German involvement in the MLF on the other. President de Gaulle and
German Gaullists criticized the shortcomings of the Franco-German
treaty. Erhard then suggested the idea of joint control over the develop-
ment and use of French nuclear weapons.47 De Gaulle repeated the
pledge of protection for Germany but did not address the subject of com-
mon planning or control over French weapons. Subsequently, de Gaulle’s
growing resistance to an integrated nuclear force that included Germany
manifested itself in his remarks about conditions for the reunification of
Germany. He stated that Germany “must recognize that any settlement of
its frontiers and its armament will be in agreement with all its neighbors,
those on the East and those on the West.”48 De Gaulle also told Gromyko
in 1965 that France and Russia had similar interests, as nuclear powers,
in a non-nuclear Germany. 
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Erhard’s Christian Democratic Union (CDU) government gave way in
1966 to a Grand Coalition of CDU and SPD. For the first time in the post-
1945 period, the traditionally antinuclear SPD shared executive power in
Bonn. West Germany ceased support for the MLF proposal, and by mid-
1968 the concept quietly passed from the scene, the product, as its puta-
tive targets might have said, of its internal contradictions.49 The United
States had seen it as a second-strike force, whereas Germany had viewed
it as a European theater force for early, first-use response to invasion. 

Significantly, neither the prolonged debate over MLF nor its eventual
demise gave rise to any serious rethinking of the basic German acquies-
cence to renunciation of a truly independent, national nuclear capability.
During this decade (1954–66) of innumerable deliberations—the theme of
which was the need for a distinctively European nuclear potential—Ger-
many did not make either official or unofficial efforts to acquire a
national production capability. 

The Non-Proliferation Treaty 

As the MLF debate faded, West German nuclear policy became
enmeshed in the debate over the establishment of a broad—in principle,
universal—agreement by nations without nuclear weapons to abjure
them permanently. Simultaneously, with the crises over Berlin and Cuba
and the debates over European nuclear capability, both the United States
and the USSR began to press proposals for a broad agreement restricting
the acquisition by other nations of nuclear weapons.50 In 1961 the
United Nations General Assembly approved unanimously an Irish reso-
lution calling on all states, especially the nuclear weapons states, to con-
clude an international agreement to refrain from transfer or acquisition of
nuclear weapons. The Soviet Union and the United States also presented
plans during the period from 1960 to 1962 to ban the transfer and acqui-
sition of nuclear weapons. 

The Germans, who had seen Bonn’s earlier renunciation as a badge of
discrimination against their country, were strongly opposed to embodying
that renunciation in an agreement to which the USSR was a party. When
the United States presented its first draft of a nuclear nonproliferation
treaty, Strauss thought it would be a nightmare to have Germany endure
a “military Versailles” and, as the third greatest economic power in the
world, then be discriminated against, between East and West. It would be
easy to “calculate from historical experience alone when a new Fuhrer
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type would promise and probably also require nuclear weapons, or even
worse for a Germany treated in this way.”51

In August 1965 the United States presented a draft treaty on the non-
proliferation of nuclear weapons that provided for the possibility of an
MLF and a European force, though there was to be no transfer of
nuclear weapons to the national control of a non-nuclear state. Further,
it did not mention progress on the German problem as a condition for
expecting West German acceptance of permanent non-nuclear weapon
status. The German Gaullists, joined by Adenauer, stated that “the
American plans are so horrible that in the long run Europe will be deliv-
ered over to the Russians. . . . If this treaty comes into being NATO is fin-
ished. England is then in the atomic club for good, despite its many
debts, which will be paid for with our money.”52

Others cast their objections in commercial rather than strategic terms.
In January 1967 two prominent West German security analysts,
Rudolph Botzian and Uwe Nerlich, stated that International Atomic
Energy Agency (IAEA) controls were “particularly unacceptable for the
Federal Republic of Germany—apart from political and other reasons
such as insufficient patent coverage—especially when, and as long as,
there are still substantial differences between the East and the West in
their interpretation of the NPT which would become a burden to it in an
even more severe form.”53

Also in 1967, there was support for a just-under-the-threshold nuclear
development program similar to that being attempted by India and, to a
lesser degree, by Japan. This would anticipate an acceleration and expan-
sion of the present efforts, to the point where a shift to extensive pluto-
nium production for military purposes was possible within a period
perhaps as short as a month or even a week. By the end of 1966, Germany
had invested about DM 4.3 billion ($1.1 billion) in atomic energy
research and development, and 8,000 scientists worked at the state-
owned atomic research centers. Some of these research projects could be
used for military purposes.54

Whatever their views on the practicality of the MLF, West German
leaders were unwilling to accept permanent legal constraints against
their nation joining in some form of multinational nuclear force. When it
came to the negotiations in Geneva on the NPT, Schröder said that Ger-
many would accede to the treaty only when German security against
Soviet MRBMs was ensured through an MLF—at least unless Moscow
was prepared to compromise on reunification. The MLF provided an
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obstacle in the negotiations on the NPT for some three years because the
Soviet Union—for whom the prospect of permanently blocking a nuclear
capability for Germany was a primary objective in the whole NPT
process—strongly opposed allowing any MLF-type option for the Federal
Republic. The Soviet Union stated that agreement could not be reached on
nonproliferation if the United States and its allies insisted on retaining the
option of nuclear-sharing arrangements within NATO that would, it
maintained, give the Federal Republic of Germany access to or control of
nuclear weapons. 

German willingness to make the MLF a bar to successful negotiation
of an NPT met with strong opposition in the United States. Senator
Robert Kennedy and the chief negotiator of the United States in Geneva,
William C. Foster, spoke for many Americans when they emphasized
that nonproliferation was more important than the MLF. Many Ger-
mans—and other Europeans—shared this perspective and, indeed, con-
cluded that permanent, internationally binding renunciation was the
right choice for Germany. The liberal Free Democratic Party said in Jan-
uary 1967 that the German government should “come out with a clear
and final renunciation of atomic weapons . . . [that is] the abandonment
of every German claim for a share in the nuclear potential of the West and
. . . limitation of the right to veto in the event of the employment of
atomic weapons, as well as participation in special working groups for
general planning and target planning.”55

By 1969 the Soviet Union was ready to improve relations with the
Federal Republic if Bonn met the NPT requirements. However, the
Brandt government, for all its commitment to the Ostpolitik reconciliation
with the East, remained suspicious of the NPT. Germany fought to mini-
mize the impact of safeguards on its nuclear industry, to adopt liberal
language regarding constraints on nuclear exports, and to insist on an ear-
lier termination date for the NPT than the twenty-five years contained in
article 10.

The influence of the Federal Republic on the NPT negotiations was par-
ticularly strong in article 4, which safeguards nuclear energy. Willy
Brandt was concerned that the non-nuclear weapons states should be
able to use atomic energy to “prevent the existing technological gap
between nuclear weapons states and non-nuclear weapons states from
getting even bigger.”56 Germany’s signing of the NPT was predicated on
the fact that freedom of nuclear research and development would not be
limited and that only the production of complete explosive devices
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would be prohibited by the treaty.57 Bonn linked its 1969 signature to
some nineteen restrictive interpretations, including reservations intended
to preserve West Germany’s civilian nuclear industry and hence its tech-
nological base for a military nuclear program. 

It appears that the main impetus for these reservations was a genuine
concern—not limited to West Germany—that the NPT could be manip-
ulated to restrict not just weapons proliferation but commercial compe-
tition in civilian nuclear fields. The West German business and scientific
communities wanted to maintain access to nuclear fuel supplies for
domestic and export purposes, as well as to continue research, including
on breeder reactors, without being limited by strict definitions regarding
nuclear weapons. Furthermore, Germany wanted to prevent possible
industrial espionage by IAEA multinational teams of inspectors. Ironi-
cally, more than three decades later, the German government decided to
phase out nuclear energy. “Most Germans want to do away with
nuclear energy, which the government will phase out over the next
twenty to twenty-five years,” according to an official at the Ministry of
Defense.58

However, in signing the NPT, the Brandt government also emphasized
its security concerns. It declared that the security of the Federal Republic
of Germany would continue to be ensured by NATO or an equivalent
security system—and hence, implicitly, by nuclear deterrence. Germany
would continue to be free to participate in and have access to nuclear
arrangements, such as the Nuclear Planning Group of NATO; to host the
deployment of nuclear weapons of its allies on its territory; and to par-
ticipate in joint civil nuclear projects. Moreover, NATO interpreted the
NPT as consistent with dual-key arrangements, which potentially would
allow the Federal Republic status as a nuclear weapons power in the
event of war.59

Upon signing the NPT, the Federal Republic attached a number of
concerns in a declaration. To begin with, it stated that the treaty could
never be applied to hamper research or development in the peaceful uses
of nuclear energy. In this connection, it drew attention to the statement
made by the U.S. Permanent Representative to the United Nations on
May 15, 1968; in particular, 

There is no basis for any concern that this Treaty would impose
inhibitions or restrictions on the opportunity for non-nuclear
weapon states to develop their capabilities in nuclear science and
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technology. . . . The whole field of nuclear science associated with
electric power production . . . will become more accessible under the
Treaty, to all who seek to exploit it. This includes not only the pres-
ent generation of nuclear power reactors but also that advanced
technology, which is still developing, of fast breeder power reactors
which, in producing energy, also produce more fissionable material
than they consume.” 60

Furthermore, reflecting the domestic debate on the treaty regarding
paragraph 3 of article 3 and article 4 of the treaty, Germany declared
that the transfer of information, materials, and equipment could not be
denied to non-nuclear weapons states merely on the basis of allegations
that such activities could be used for the manufacture of nuclear
weapons or other nuclear explosive devices. Germany also expressed
concern that there not be incompatibility between the aims of the Non-
Proliferation Treaty and those of the treaty establishing Euratom, stating
that it would postpone ratification of the NPT until negotiations were con-
cluded to that end between the Commission of the European Communi-
ties and the IAEA.

Germany insisted that the safeguards would only be applied to source
and special fissionable material and in conformity with the principle of
safeguarding effectively the flow of source and special fissionable materi-
als at certain strategic points. It said it understood that each party to the
treaty would decide for itself which equipment or material should fall
under the export provisions of paragraph 2 of article 3. 

Even with all the protections and conditions, it took the Federal
Republic of Germany—still deeply split over Ostpolitik as well as specif-
ically nuclear issues—seven years to ratify the NPT. Opponents argued
that the NPT safeguards would interfere with the civilian use of nuclear
power and denounced the treaty as a “nuclear Versailles.”

The ratification of the NPT had been so debated that the Federal
Republic felt compelled in 1975 to include a declaration that summa-
rized the Note and Statement it had submitted upon signature in 1969. In
the declaration of 1975, the FRG

—reaffirmed its expectation that the treaty would be a milestone on the
way toward disarmament and international détente and that the nuclear
weapons states would intensify their efforts to comply with article 6 of the
treaty (on nuclear disarmament); 

—underlined that the security of the FRG continued to be ensured by
NATO; 
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—stated that the treaty could not hamper further development of
European unification, especially the creation of a European Union, “with
appropriate competence”; 

—understood that the application of the treaty’s safeguards would not
lead to discrimination against the FRG’s nuclear industry in international
competition; 

—and stressed in this connection the importance of the application of
safeguards to Germany’s peaceful nuclear facilities.

The German statute for implementing the verification agreement came
into effect ten years after accession to the NPT. While the German export
law and regulations were adapted to NPT obligations, a liberal export pol-
icy and lenient implementation made the FRG a real challenge for the non-
proliferation regime. Nevertheless, Germany supported the acceptance of
full-scope safeguards at the fourth NPT review conference, and it has
reformed its Foreign Trade Law and the War Weapons Control Law.61

However, much tighter export controls were established in Germany fol-
lowing a number of scandals in the 1980s and early 1990s. 

Scientific and Technical Capabilities

There is no question that Germany today has the technical capacity to
develop nuclear weapons quickly, if it chose to do so. Indeed, Germany
and Japan have been called “virtual nuclear weapon states” because of
their large civilian nuclear industry, civilian nuclear power complex, and
large stocks of plutonium. In 1966 a fast breeder pilot facility in Karlsruhe
began operation; in 1967 public spending on the atomic industry in West
Germany almost doubled, and construction started on a reprocessing
plant with an annual capacity of thirty tons of nuclear material. Accord-
ing to the IAEA, in 2002 Germany had twenty-seven nuclear power reac-
tors and eighteen research reactors with critical assemblies. It has two
fuel fabrication plants, one reprocessing plant, one enrichment facility, one
research and development facility associated with enrichment technol-
ogy, eleven separate storage facilities, and six “other” facilities. Some
nineteen reactors supply about a third of the country’s electricity (160
billion kilowatt-hours in 1999), according to the World Nuclear Associ-
ation. On the eve of the NPT Review and Extension Conference in 1995,
Germany held the largest stock of plutonium among the non-nuclear
weapons states. More than 2,000 kilograms of plutonium were stored at
Hanau in Hesse, and another 6,600 kilograms of German plutonium
were stored in France. 62
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Germany’s civilian nuclear programs have not escaped proliferation
concerns. When Germany began to consider using weapons-grade ura-
nium in an FRM-II research reactor in Garching, the United States
protested that it would jeopardize efforts to end the use of weapons-
grade uranium in civilian programs and would increase the risk of theft
or loss of highly enriched uranium (HEU). At the NPT Review and
Extension Conference in 1995, Germany prevented consensus on text
recommending that “no new civilian reactors requiring high-enriched
uranium be constructed.”63 Instead the conference adopted this text:
“The Conference recommends that States planning new civilian reactors
avoid or minimize use of highly enriched uranium to the extent that this
is feasible, taking into account technical, scientific and economic fac-
tors.”64 The German FRM-II research reactor, which just started up on
March 2, 2004, is the first reactor fueled with HEU to begin operating in
over ten years.65 The reactor is to use high-density fuel initially developed
to convert reactors to less highly enriched uranium.

Notwithstanding this example, Germany is generally seen to value
nonproliferation over economic interests. Germany was initially reluc-
tant to support the 93+2 addition to the IAEA safeguards system because
it was concerned that the reformed safeguards might impinge on its civil-
ian use of nuclear energy.66 However, it has accepted them now and
encouraged others to do the same. 

Germany has supported nuclear projects in Pakistan and South Africa
that were ostensibly for civilian purposes but formed part of the techno-
logical base for those nations’ nuclear weapons programs.67 In 1990 Ger-
many decided that before delivering nuclear-related items to another
country, the recipient would have to accept full IAEA safeguards. This
principle was adopted by all major suppliers in April 1992.68 More
recently, Colonel Muammar Gadhafi announced he would dismantle his
nuclear weapons program following the seizure of a German-owned
freighter that was carrying uranium enrichment equipment bound for
Libya. In September 2003, British and American intelligence authorities
had notified Germany that the boat’s cargo included illegal equipment.
The German company that owned the ship ordered the freighter to be
diverted to an Italian port, where British and American authorities found
the centrifuge parts.69

With German accession to the NPT, the question of a distinctly
national nuclear capability was formally laid to rest. Bonn continued to
be deeply concerned about maintaining the effectiveness of NATO’s
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nuclear guarantee. When the Soviet Union, in the late 1970s, started
deploying SS-20s to modernize its missile force targeted on Western
Europe, Chancellor Schmidt demanded that NATO respond to eliminate
the threat, both by arms control and by a force deployment of its own.
Despite widespread opposition from European—and particularly Ger-
man—public opinion, NATO eventually agreed to deploy in Europe an
additional American nuclear strike force composed of Pershing II ballis-
tic missiles and ground-launched cruise missiles capable of reaching tar-
gets in the Soviet Union. Concurrently, NATO sought—ultimately
successfully—to reach arms control agreements with Moscow that
would eliminate the SS-20 threat. 

West Germany took the lead in this controversy. It was Bonn’s fixation
on the SS-20 that converted what could have been seen as a routine mod-
ernization into a major strategic challenge, and it was Bonn’s threat to
undermine the U.S.-Soviet bilateral strategic arms control process that
forced Washington and the other NATO allies to agree on a deployment
response. And, paradoxically, it was German public opposition to that
response that forced Washington to pursue a separate arms control
agreement on the intermediate-range nuclear forces of both sides. Signif-
icantly, however, in all the immensely divisive debate and all the multiple
potential courses of action advocated by the various players and
observers, there was scarcely any discussion of a distinctly national Ger-
man nuclear force as a response to the strategic challenges presented by
the Soviet deployments or to West German doubts about the continuing
viability of the U.S. nuclear guarantee. How far German policy had
shifted is indicated by Bonn’s decision, in 1979, to decline the U.S. offer
of dual-key control for the Pershing II missiles it proposed to deploy to
West German bases.70

Unification

The debates over the deployment and limitations of intermediate-range
nuclear forces were scarcely over when profound changes in the Soviet
Union and its satellites produced fundamental shifts in the political and
strategic position of Germany. One effect of these shifts was to perma-
nently put to rest any question of Germany acquiring a national nuclear
weapons capability by fundamentally transforming Germany’s security
situation. The fall of the Berlin Wall, the reunification of Germany, the col-
lapse of the Soviet Union, and the dissolution of the Warsaw Pact from
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1989 to 1991 fundamentally altered Germany’s strategic situation. On the
one hand, these dramatic developments ended the East-West confrontation
and the division of Germany and of Central Europe, thereby simultane-
ously eliminating the principal military threat to the Federal Republic—a
Soviet-led invasion—and achieving its principal international policy
ambition—reunification of Germany. At the same time, these develop-
ments opened the way for the definitive end—in the 2+4 agreements—of
all special restrictions on Germany arising from its Nazi past. 

However, even though those agreements committed the unified Ger-
many to adhere to all the international obligations of both former German
states—including the NPT—the lifting of the de jure and de facto limits
on German sovereignty was expected, in some quarters, to reopen the
issue of German possession of nuclear weapons. As SPD politician Peter
Glotz wrote in Die Zeit on April 19, 1992, a conservative politician will
eventually appear “who will spill the beans by speaking out openly and
saying that it would be absurd that Brazilians, Indians and even Libyans
will get atomic weapons but not Germans.” In March 1992 the New
York Times wrote about a Pentagon planning document that warned
that Germany and Japan might become nuclear states. “Nuclear prolifer-
ation, if unchecked by superpower action, could tempt Germany, Japan
and other industrial powers to acquire nuclear weapons to deter attack
from regional foes.”71

In recent times, a few Germans have indeed called for a German
atomic force or at least for a discussion of the issues. Arnulf Baring of the
Free University of Berlin publicly called for a national debate on the sub-
ject. “Regardless of what was agreed upon in 1954 and later, and regard-
less of what the NPT has said since 1968, this is one of the problems
which we have to tackle in the future.”72

For the most part, however, such calls have found no response. German
development of a separate nuclear weapons capability “is a nonissue that
is not discussed or written about. What purpose could it possibly serve?”
said Walter Stützle, recent deputy secretary of defense. “Once the EU
becomes a real union, with decisionmaking power and sovereignty, then
French and British nuclear weapons would become an issue. No new
arguments have been advanced ever since the discussion about Ger-
many’s accession to the NPT.” 73 As former foreign minister Klaus Kinkel
said, “Germany is the best proof that the renunciation of nuclear
weapons is not a disadvantage. We have no privileges to defend in this
regard and rejected weapons of mass destruction a long time ago. There
can be no doubt that this decision is final.”74
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With the fall of the wall, the perceived superiority of Warsaw Pact
forces fading into history, and Russia occupied with its economic prob-
lems, Germany feels no immediate security threat. The countries neigh-
boring Germany, including France, a nuclear weapons state, are friends
and allies. Disputes over territory, religious clashes, or ethnic quarrels
have faded away. Even with Russia, serious areas of security-related dis-
pute have all but vanished. There are increasing exchanges in economic,
cultural, and other relations. “We see no threat, so development of
nuclear weapons would not be possible,” said one analyst. “The Russian
Federation is unlikely to become a threat. For us, we are a non-nuclear
weapon state, and that is our identity.”75

Moreover, whatever else changed with the collapse of the Soviet
empire, German reliance on allies—whether in Europe or across the
Atlantic—endured. Germany is a member of important alliance struc-
tures, including NATO, the Western European Union, and the European
Union. The EU is not a security alliance, but it has established common
interests among the members, has bound the relationship between Ger-
many and its former adversary, France, and is in the process of develop-
ing a common defense capability. For all the disputes, NATO still draws
the United States and Europe together on most security matters. Ger-
many has been integrated within NATO and has participated in deci-
sions about nuclear doctrine, target setting, and procurement in the
Nuclear Planning Group, established in 1967. In addition, the Organiza-
tion for Security and Cooperation in Europe, the North Atlantic Cooper-
ation Council, and the NATO-Russian Council provide the opportunity
to resolve complaints and future conflicts. 

As part of this alliance structure, Germany must rely on the nuclear
weapons of the United States and, in principle, its European nuclear
allies, Britain and France. So far, neither popular opposition to nuclear
weapons nor Germany’s improved security position has led Germany to
directly challenge NATO or U.S. nuclear doctrine. Although the new
SPD-Green coalition in 1999 proposed a new review of NATO nuclear
policy, it backed off under pressure from the United States and other
allies, and the German government has maintained its support for NATO
nuclear posture and for nuclear weapons to be deployed on its territory
as a way of coupling the strategic arsenal of the United States with Euro-
pean security interests.76

This alliance structure retains strong German public support as a rea-
son to forego acquisition of nuclear weapons. In a study conducted in May
1995, when Germans from East and West were asked how they would feel
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if there was no alliance structure and there was some nuclear threat to Ger-
many, almost 78 percent of the respondents said that nuclear weapons
would enhance Germany’s prestige and sovereignty.77 If, however, there
were a strong NATO, WEU, and American presence in Europe, only 4
percent saw such a necessity. In short, American commitment to protect
Germany and German participation in European security and alliance
structures still mitigate any perceived need for German nuclear weapons. 

Moreover, a growing number of Germans support the elimination of
nuclear weapons altogether. A poll in 1998 showed that 87 percent of Ger-
mans believed that the nuclear weapons states should “start getting rid of
their nuclear weapons as quickly as possible” and that the German gov-
ernment should immediately eliminate the nuclear weapons based on
German soil.78

For a country that was synonymous with military power in the first half
of the twentieth century and started two world wars, Germany is now the
least military oriented of any major nation. Its defense budget has
decreased and its military equipment is aging. While the United States
spends 3.3 percent of its gross domestic product on armed forces, Ger-
many spent 1.5 percent last year, compared to the United Kingdom and
France, where such spending hovered around 2.5 percent. 79 Germany is
downsizing its army and decommissioning from one-third to a half of
even its most modern tanks. 

The discussion in Germany over military policy now focuses on how to
achieve a truly integrated European security and defense policy. With the
enlargement of the EU and the development of a rapid reaction force,
Germany and France may play a central role. “Germany is working for
mobility, projecting military forces to real security risks,” said an official
at the Ministry of Defense. “This is only possible because we do not
expect Russia to be a threat any more. Now there is a need for military
options to deal with terrorism and rogue states.” 80 Germany has become
a major contributor to international peacekeeping efforts, reaching
beyond NATO territory to the Balkans and even to Afghanistan. Reflect-
ing this new priority, a foreign ministry official said, 

For security in Europe we count on NATO. There is not a realistic
scenario where Germany would reverse its decision regarding
nuclear weapons. Our policy is to strengthen NPT and get as many
other countries as possible to sign it. The threats of the future
are nationalism, religious fanaticism, terrorism, and the lack of
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democracy. These are reasons to strengthen the NPT. Nuclear deter-
rence and asymmetric threats do not function against terrorists.”81

To be sure, some observers have speculated that Germany would
reconsider its nuclear renunciation if the U.S. nuclear umbrella were to be
withdrawn. Germany still shelters under U.S. and NATO nuclear guar-
antees—whatever the real significance of those guarantees under current
conditions. In theory, were U.S.-German policy divisions to increase
greatly or the United States to withdraw wholly from NATO and its
commitments to the security of its European allies, there could be pressure
on Germany to reconsider its non-nuclear position, particularly if Russia
were somehow to reemerge as a threat in such a context. Some observers
have indeed argued that in the highly unlikely event that the United
States were to withdraw from the continent and Germany was no longer
able to depend on the American nuclear umbrella, it would seek nuclear
guarantees from the European nuclear allies or might even seek its own
nuclear weapons if it felt threatened. 82

Even laying aside the extreme unlikelihood of such a profound breach
in transatlantic relations, it is by no means clear that such developments
would induce Germany to develop nuclear weapons of its own. Although
some politicians on the conservative end of the spectrum might prefer a
national nuclear force, public opinion is so opposed to even civilian uses
of nuclear energy—much less nuclear weapons— that it would “be suici-
dal for any serious politician to make a political platform out of this sub-
ject.”83 As one analyst put it, 

There is no scenario in which Germany would acquire nuclear
weapons. If the U.S. withdraws from NATO, if Europe breaks
apart, if a new general takes over in the Russian Federation, threat-
ening Germany, and if tensions increase drastically, even then Ger-
many would not try to develop nuclear weapons. This would be for
Hollywood. Germany would try to engage in discussions; we are try-
ing to keep other states from getting nuclear weapons. We had U.S.
nuclear weapons and troops in Germany to contain the Soviet
Union. They had a function. Now it would be more a burden than
anything else for Germany to have nuclear weapons.”84

Indeed, far from reconsidering its decisions, Germany has pressed for
far-reaching arms control measures, in forums such as the European
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Union, the United Nations, and the Geneva Conference on Disarma-
ment. Within these bodies Germany has supported nuclear disarmament
and in 1997 proposed specific measures toward this end. These included
the verification of the abolition of nuclear weapons; elimination of
nuclear weapons-capable material; and guaranteed security against
nuclear, biological, and chemical weapons. Germany also supported
more conventional arms control projects such as START II, the inclusion
of tactical nuclear weapons in bilateral U.S.-Soviet limitations, and a ban
on the production of fissile material for weapons purposes. 

Germany is party not only to the Non-Proliferation Treaty but also to
the Chemical Weapons Convention, the Biological Weapons Conven-
tion, the Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty, the Conventional
Forces in Europe Treaty, the Vienna documents on confidence building,
and the Open Skies Treaty. It has been active in the efforts to apply IAEA
safeguards in nuclear weapons states and to increase transparency in
military and civilian nuclear establishments. It also supports the Nuclear
Suppliers Group, the Missile Technology Control Regime, and the Aus-
tralia Group.

In 1992 Germany and Italy, which years earlier had considered coop-
erating in developing nuclear weapons, joined the consensus of the G-7 to
make the NPT permanent and thus also their “inferior” nuclear status.
Germany promoted enhancing IAEA safeguards, and it supported the
nuclear suppliers’ agreement on full-scope safeguards as a condition of
supply, which had been agreed upon in Warsaw in April 1992.85

In 1994 the Bundestag adopted a resolution to extend the NPT indef-
initely. Not one deputy voted against the treaty, and there was broad
support for Germany to maintain its non-nuclear status. Germany
strongly supported the efforts of the European Union to convince non-
nuclear weapon states that were undecided or opposed to an indefinite
extension of the NPT to support indefinite extension. “Germany has
become one of the strongest supporters of the NPT, and Germany’s deci-
sion to be a non-nuclear weapon state can be considered permanent.”86

Rather than choosing to keep the nuclear option open, Germany has
based its defense on preventing proliferation by others. It encouraged
Ukraine, Belarus, and Kazakhstan to accede to the NPT and established
a program to keep nuclear weapon specialists from emigrating. Germany
thus sees itself as a guardian and champion of the nonproliferation
regime, at least as far as those nations whose possession of nuclear
weapons could potentially affect its own security. As one official put it, “A
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fundamental conviction of German society is that weapons of mass
destruction must be banned. No government would weaponize, even if
technically it would be possible. Germany has been working very hard to
strengthen the NPT regime and NPT safeguards. This government has
decided to step out of nuclear power completely and pursue alternative
energy sources.”87

Conclusions: Non-Nuclear and Proud

The German experience presents perhaps the clearest case of nuclear
weapons renunciation becoming a permanent policy.88 In some respects,
this is a remarkable nonproliferation achievement. For the whole period
starting a few years after 1945, Germany has certainly had the techno-
logical capability to develop and produce nuclear weapons, had it
decided to do so. At least until the Berlin Wall fell in 1989, Germany was
in the exceedingly unattractive position of being highly vulnerable to
attack by a nuclear power, the USSR, and yet totally dependent on allies,
chiefly the United States, for a nuclear response. 

The same logic that led Britain and France to develop national nuclear
forces—as insurance against whatever uncertainties they (or the Soviets)
felt about the credibility of the U.S. nuclear guarantee—applied with
equal vigor to West Germany. Moreover, Bonn’s initial renunciations
were the product less of internal decision than of external pressure—and
not just from Moscow. For many Germans, abjuration of nuclear
weapons was not a choice freely made but rather a badge of discrimina-
tion—the product of what they saw as an increasingly anachronistic sus-
picion of Germany’s democratic and peaceful bona fides. 

Nonetheless, even before the end of the cold war, West Germany came
increasingly to accept that going without a national nuclear capability
served its national interest. Perhaps most important, Bonn—like Seoul
and Taipei—recognized that its ultimate guarantee of security rested on its
alliances, not just with the United States but with its other NATO allies
as well. Even at a purely technical military level, joint defense—including
nuclear deterrence—through NATO afforded West Germany greater
security than any unilateral approach could have done. Bonn also consis-
tently recognized that, politically, any deviation from its non-nuclear
stance would mean a massive crisis with the Soviet Union and diplomatic
as well as political isolation from its allies. Apart from whatever
response the USSR might have made to a cold war decision by the Federal
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Republic to achieve nuclear weapons independence, any such move would
have shaken NATO to the core. Increasingly, Bonn came to understand that
its choice was between nuclear weapons or a strong set of alliance rela-
tionships, and it recognized that the right choice was the latter. 

Germans, during the cold war and afterward, have been conscious of
the argument that nuclear weapons are a badge of status, of membership
in the club of nations that, if not superpowers, are nonetheless major
international players. However, Germany, first as the Federal Republic
and then as a unified nation since 1990, has been able to attain and main-
tain unquestioned status as a major power without nuclear weapons. 

Moreover, for the most part, West German debates on nuclear
weapons policy were conducted with a high degree of participation by the
public, the media, and the political classes. German public opinion—and
the opinion of key political elites—turned increasingly against any pro-
posal to revisit the renunciation decision. From the beginning, the West
German left opposed any flirtation with nuclear arms as both morally
wrong and strategically disastrous. Increasingly, the mass of public opin-
ion in West Germany rejected Germany having nuclear weapons and
only accepted reliance on NATO’s deterrent with great reluctance. 

Undoubtedly some countries have pursued nuclear weapons more for
status than for security. However, Germany, like its erstwhile Axis ally
Japan, has become powerful because of its economic might rather than its
military might, and its renunciation of nuclear weapons may even have
reinforced its prestige.89 It has even managed to achieve its principal inter-
national objective—reunification—without becoming a nuclear state. 

The process of unification itself posed unique challenges to Germany’s
security. Differences between East and West in the education, culture,
and training of new personnel had to be bridged on the road to integrat-
ing the military and defending a greatly enlarged territory. Contrary to its
situation after World War I, when Germany was considered a recluse, it
is now surrounded by friends, and without declared enemies. “Germany
has no revanchist-aggressive schemes for which nuclear weapons could be
put to use. . . . Germany has realized all its primary goals of the early
1950s—it has become rich, influential, secure, and now united. All this
was achieved without nuclear weapons and, it is submitted, only because
it did not have them.”90

Events since 1989 have only reinforced those supporting a united Ger-
many’s non-nuclear position. Public opinion has shifted even further in an
antinuclear direction, to the point of eliciting a government commitment
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to close down all Germany’s civilian nuclear power plants. Far from call-
ing for a greater, more independent defense capability, mainstream opin-
ion has moved in a direction that tends to reject any prospect of German
use of military force for anything less crucial than territorial defense or
more demanding than peacekeeping. With the important exception of
the Balkans, the end of the cold war did not produce renewed intra-
European military conflicts, as some had expected, that would have
forced Germany to rely more on its own resources for its defense. The
strategic situation of Germany today is such that any nuclear threat that
it would face would be at least as immediate and threatening to its allies
as well. 

Moreover, despite all the recent conflicts over the 2003 Iraq war, Ger-
many is still a leading member of NATO and a powerful force for
defense integration in Europe. Discussion of a possible U.S. drawdown of
forces now based in Germany is unlikely to change its very close links to
the United States and its European allies. Far from standing alone
against a dangerous nuclear-armed adversary, Germany finds itself in the
enviable position of facing no serious immediate threat and knowing
that whatever threat might emerge in the future can be confronted side-
by-side with powerful friends.91 If, somehow, confidence in NATO
should falter, Germany would have the option of relying on common
European defenses—likely, EU based— that would include the nuclear
forces of Britain and France.

It is not, of course, inconceivable that there would ever again be a seri-
ous—and potentially special and unique—external military threat to
German security. In particular, the future course of Russia—still armed
with a nuclear arsenal second only to that of the United States—is suffi-
ciently uncertain that this contingency cannot be entirely discounted. But
even with such a catastrophic scenario, it is not clear that Germany
would regard nuclear arms as the way to solve the problem. Even if Ger-
man public opinion were to change and Germany were no longer to
honor its commitments, both political and economic constraints would
pose severe obstacles. The German economy, industry, and monetary sys-
tem are linked to the economies of the rest of Europe, and Germany is
committed to the European political union. Germany is also aware that
any unacceptable demonstrations of power on its part would likely be met
with damaging unified European economic or political sanctions.92

One thing is certain: any debate on a future nuclear weapons role for
Germany would be prolonged and highly public—as were the earlier
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debates on the subject going back to the 1950s. The memory can be
short—even in the German Ministry of Defense (which is housed in the
building where Hitler’s opponents were killed on July 20, 1944)—but
not that short. “After World War II, Strauss and Adenauer thought about
nuclear weapons, but now it is totally forgotten,” said an official recently
in the Ministry of Defense. “The security of Europe depended entirely on
nuclear weapons, but Germany decided not to pursue them. We don’t
need them; we have NATO. I can’t see any reason or international situa-
tion in which this would change. Germany is involved in the Nuclear
Planning Group of NATO and the dual-capable discussions, as we have
dual-capable aircraft and could carry nuclear weapons, but this is only
done within the alliance. In the new security environment of today,
nuclear weapons play a less and less important role.”93
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